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we support
• open access journals
• editorial workflow
• archives
• ceased runs
• copyright consultation
• 2 pieces of software (Open Journal Systems and DSpace)
• file types of all sorts
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new journals: questions
 audience
 scope and focus
 publisher & supporters
 publication schedule
 managers
 authors
 peer review
 measuring success
 editorship changes
 title ceases
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are we a publisher?
our titles, OJS
Anthropology of East Europe Review: 
http://scholarworks.iu.edu/journals/index.php/aeer
Illuminare: coming soon on OJS; student-edited School of Health, Physical Education, 
and Recreation
Inter-American Journal of Education for Democracy: 
http://scholarworks.iu.edu/journals/index.php/ried (multi-lingual)
International Journal of Designs for Learning: 
http://scholarworks.iu.edu/journals/index.php/ijdl
IP Theory: http://scholarworks.iu.edu/journals/index.php/ipt
Journal of Folklore Research: http://scholarworks.iu.edu/journals/index.php/jfr/index
(workflow only; IU Press title)
Museum Anthropology Review: http://scholarworks.iu.edu/journals/index.php/mar
New Directions in Folklore: http://scholarworks.iu.edu/journals/index.php/ndif
Textual Cultures:  http://scholarworks.iu.edu/journals/index.php/textual (workflow only; 
IU Press title)
our titles, DSpace
Black Diaspora Review: https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/handle/2022/3580
Folklore and Folk Music Archivist: 
https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/handle/2022/706 (archive)
Folklore Forum: https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/handle/2022/1168 (archive)
Indiana Resource Center on Autism: 
https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/handle/2022/6628
Indiana Theory Review: https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/handle/2022/3386
Journal of the Indiana University Student Personnel Association: 
https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/handle/2022/6630
The Medieval Review: https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/handle/2022/3631
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